Digital Project Grant
Example Application Form

Title of project

Name of designated research curator

Name of designated technical support

Proposed outcome of digital project

Peer review status

Indicate content licence that will be applied to outcomes

Indicate anticipated publication formats of outcomes

Indicate what persistent identifiers will be assigned to outcomes

Indicate digital archiving policy for outcomes

Indicate content management system / host of outcomes

Anticipated project completion date (month and year)

Project outline (text, 1500 word limit)

Digital preservation statement (text, 250 word limit)

Budget and timetable (text, 1000 word limit)

Abbreviated CV of research curator, or draft role description (text, 750 word limit)

Application forms can be found at http://grants.paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk
All enquiries should be directed to grants@paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk